Book Version of Seven Videos of the same theme.

Book 1: Truth 1 of 7
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This book is totally free,
and must also be shared freely.
His author is
«She and He who speak about the TOTAL Universe».

“Theophilus and Angelika”,
the avatars of all those who
speak about the TOTAL Universe

This book is also available on the net in video version,
a series of the same theme :
«The TOTAL Universe: The New Paradigm.
The Seven Fundamental Truths
we must understand today
about the Universe »
http://science-total-universe.org
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We can call this kind of book a « book-video ».
While reading a text, imagine you are seeing the two presenters,
Theophilus and Angelika, talking to you as to friends,
and explaining on a whiteboard what must be.
Sometimes it is one who speaks to you, sometimes the other.
And when you look at a picture with a legend or a comment,
imagine that you hear in voice-over,
one or the other, explaining you what you see.
The book-video, based on the video,
is an occasion to give some very important additional explanations
for a better understanding of
the TOTAL Universe, the New Paradigm.
The book-videos are not long to read,
because they consist primarily of images.
We recommend that you read the seven book-videos in the order,
to get a good overview of the TOTAL Universe
the New Paradigm.
Thus, by reading again the book-videos or any of them,
this time in the order you want,
your understanding of what is said can only be better.
You will better understand what is said here or there and why it is said,
because now you have an overview of the question.
All the book-videos are available for free download
at the website http://science-total-universe.org,
and all the videos can be seen there too.
Good watching, good reading…
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General Summary of the Seven Books
Part I :
The TOTAL Universe:
The Alpha and the Omega


Truth 1: The OMEGA: the Set, the TOTAL Reality
Discovery of the SET of ALL things, in which everything exist



Truth 2: The ALPHA: the Element, the Generator of all things
Discovery of the GENERESCENCE and the FRACTAL Nature of the TOTAL
Universe



Truth 3: The XERY: the Universal Equivalence, the Union,
the Unity, the Love
Discovery of the powerful Equality with which the TOTAL Universe functions

Part II :
From Negation to Alternation:
Back to the Lost Paradigm


Truth 4: The Negation of the TOTAL Universe: the Problem, the Error, the
Evil
Discovery of the ALTERNATION, the Nature and the NORMAL Functioning of
the TOTAL Universe, and of its antithesis, the NEGATION



Truth 5a: Earth of Negation in a Universe of Negation…
Truth 5b: …The TOTAL Universe: the Origin and the Goal of the Life
New Genesis, full understanding of the Life and what is really the Problem of
the Life: the Negation



Truth 6: The New Universe, the “New Heavens” and the “New Earth”
The Wonderful future for all those who want to return in the Alternation, the
Lost Paradigm and the Lost Paradise



Truth 7: Request to the TOTAL Universe
Request to address to the TOTAL Universe, in order to live in the New World
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Truth 1
(Book-Video 1)
Summary
 Introduction: OUR universe and the TOTAL Universe p.5
 The Verba, the Universal Set Language, the Language of the TOTAL Universe p.12
 The fundamental properties of the TOTAL Universe… p.19

Introduction: OUR universe and the TOTAL Universe
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This video and the two following ones
(so the three first of the Seven Truths)
are devoted to the discovery and the
full understanding of the ALPHA and the OMEGA...
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And the purpose of this first video (the Truth 1) is to begin the discovery of
the TOTAL Universe as the TOTAL Reality...

Indeed, what on Earth we call the « Universe »
is not the TOTAL Universe, the TOTAL Reality...
We often give to the Universe limited characteristics...
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But in fact we only talk about OUR universe, OUR reality.
The TOTAL Universe is as for him INFINITE and ETERNAL...
This is a very simple truth:
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Big Bang

Big Bang
As we'll understand it in this video and in the following one,
OUR universe is one of an infinity of other ones in the TOTAL Universe..
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Truth 1:

Truth 1:
The TOTAL Universe
is the SET
of ALL things...
Any thing EXISTS in
the TOTAL Universe...
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The Verba, the Universal Set Language,
the Language of the TOTAL Universe…

The fundamental Language of the Universe is
the Language of SET and ELEMENT.
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It is the most natural and intuitive language that can be.
The Universal Set Language, we simply call the Verba,
is in the heart of our languages...
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This also means that a Language well constituted must have a structure, a syntax,
a grammar, a conjugation, a logic perfectly in conformity with the Universal Set Language.
It must be one of the infinity of different ways
to implement the Language of SET and ELEMENT, as we began doing it above.
Otherwise, it is what we can call a “Language of Babel Tower”…
Unfortunately, our languages (including the scientific, mathematical,
data processing Languages) were not enough Universal
to allow us to discover the greatest secrets of the Universe.
So, this first step of clarification of the Language is very necessary.
The notion of SET and ELEMENT we are implementing will open us
now the discovery of the TOTAL Universe, the TOTAL Reality...

The symbol of the Verba, the Universal Set Language.
The word ”Verba” means:
«the Language of the Verb ‘ER’ or ‘To BE’ ».
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The most general keyword of that Language is the word THING (in Verba X, Ux or Ex),
and the fundamental verb is “To BE” (in Verba ER)....

A SET is a THING constituted by other THINGS
called its ELEMENTS...
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The TOTAL Universe is the Thing constituted by ALL things.
So He is the SET of ALL things, the Supreme SET...
ANY THING, ANY object, ANY entity, ANY being,
is an Element of the TOTAL Universe, the Supreme SET...

That approach of the Universal Set Language and of the TOTAL Universe
is the PHYSICAL one.
But there is another very important approach,
we call the Equivalence Approach or the Quantum Approach.
We also use very intuitively that notion of Set in our Languages.
In that approach, a Set is automatically defined every time we use a common name (or
common noun), such as Man, Woman, Human, Child, Animal, Rabbit, Cat, Dog, Dolphin,
Tree, Flower, Mountain, Sea, Planet, Galaxy, Star, Atom, Proton, Neutron, Electron, etc.
A common name means that we are talking about the THINGS in the TOTAL Universe
which have a common quality, a common property, summarized by that common name.
Those THINGS are equivalent in the point of view of that common quality,
they form a Class of THINGS which is precisely the Set we are talking about.
The Set defined by a common name is called a Class of Equivalence,
in the meaning of the Universal Set Language
(the very important notion of Equivalence will be the purpose of the video 3).
For example, the world Star is the common noun of all the THINGS (in the TOTAL Universe)
which are Stars. So, that common name automatically defines the Set of all Stars.
So do the Set of all Flowers, the Set of all Men, the Set of all Atoms, etc.
The general model is the “Set of all M”, where M is here any common name.
Any thing which has the property called by the common name M,
is an instance or an occurrence of M, called a quantum.
That is the new approach of the Quantum Physics…
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We’ll begin better understanding
the quantum nature of the Universe from the next video,
when we’ll see the Generescences,
and especially the supreme Element,
the supreme Quantum which generates everything, the Alpha, U.
For example, two Dolphins are quantums of the Class of Equivalence of the Dolphins…

The set of natural integers N = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, …} is a quantum set,
a Class of Equivalence defined by the common name Integer.
In that universal conception of sets, the word Set itself simply define a Class of Equivalence,
the Set of all sets.
And the word Ordinal defines the Set of all ordinals, and so on.
Any Set given, we can always introduce a common name M
to call all the things which constitutes that Set.
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For example, Theophilus can always introduce a common name such as “theothing”
to call all the things which constitutes the body of Theophilus.
So, Theophilus becomes a Class of Equivalence, the Set of all theothings.
Any theothing is a quantum of that set.
Any set, any thing, can be studied in only one fundamental Language,
the Universal Language of the Classes of Equivalence, the quantum sets.
There should not be any exception in that natural, intuitive,
general, Universal and powerful conception of sets.
If we encounter a problem (such as paradoxes) while using that Universal notion of set,
the problem is not in that notion, but we must seek the real cause elsewhere
(we’ll see the real cause of all problems in the video 4, when we’ll talk about
the great Problem of Negation).
And now, the most general common name, the one par excellence,
is of course the word THING.
That common name defines the greatest Class of Equivalence we can talk about,
the Absolute one, namely the Set of ALL things,
we precisely call the TOTAL Universe.
Any other common name defines a subset of that Supreme Set,
any Class of Equivalence is a sub-class of that Supreme Class.
Here are the basic notions the Universal Set Language (the Verba)
teaches us about the TOTAL Universe, the Supreme Set:
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The fundamental properties of the TOTAL Universe…
The TOTAL Universe has characteristics of very great importance
we must begin understanding from now on...
The first one is obviously his UNICITY (UNIQUENESS).
He is indeed the greatest SET, the greatest OBJECT, the greatest ENTITY,
the greatest THING we can define...
He is the greatest BEING we can talk about, we can designate with
a Word, a Name, a Formula, etc.
He is the First One and the Last One, the ALPHA and the OMEGA,
the UNIQUE BEING...

The second fundamental characteristic of the TOTAL Universe,
related to his UNICITY (UNIQUENESS),
is his Self-Membership (Auto-Elementing)...
Indeed, he is the SET of ALL things,
and he is also a THING,
so he is an Element of himself:
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So the TOTAL Universe is in the same time the Supreme SET
and the Supreme ELEMENT.
As the Supreme SET he is called the OMEGA,
he is the INFINITE one...

And as the Supreme ELEMENT, the TOTAL Universe is called the ALPHA,
he is for that reason called the ONE (or 1), but also the PIXEL, the POINT or the ZERO...
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To say that the TOTAL Universe is the Supreme ELEMENT
means that he is the fundamental UNIQUE Element,
the ONLY basic Constituent that forms, makes, creates ALL things…
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ANY thing and absolutely ANY thing
is a SET made of that only one basic ELEMENT...

The TOTAL Universe generates, engenders, creates ALL things
by simple Iteration of himself,
that is to say by simple Repetition of the ALPHA...
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We call these Iterations the GENERESCENCES:
U, UU, UUU, UUUU...
So, ANY thing is a Generescence...

ALL things are so created, the WHOLE Reality
is thus constituted, from the Infinitely Small (scale ALPHA)
to the Infinitely Large (scale OMEGA)...
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The very important notion of GENERESCENCE
and the way of Creation of Universes
will be better understood with the Truths 2 and 3 (the videos 2 and 3).
What concerns us for the moment with the Truth 1
is that ANY thing EXISTS in the TOTAL Universe,
he is the TOTAL Reality...
That is true first because the TOTAL Universe is the SET of ALL things.
Therefore, by definition, ANY thing EXISTS in that SET...
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And secondly because ANY thing is a Generescence, a NUMBER,
an INFORMATION;
ANY thing is made of the ALPHA, the Elementary Information...
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Therefore, ANY thing EXISTS in the TOTAL Universe...
ALL and absolutely ALL things EXIST,
because ALL the Infinity of Numbers EXIST,
from the ALPHA to the OMEGA...

So the parallel universes EXIST in the TOTAL Universe...
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ANY type of universe EXISTS in the TOTAL Universe.
ANY type of world EXISTS...

ALL beings, ALL entities, EXIST in the TOTAL Universe...
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ALL things EXIST in the TOTAL Universe,
and also the contrary of ALL things...

A thing can not exist in a certain world,
in a certain universe, in a certain dimension, etc.
But that thing EXISTS inevitably in an other world, in an other universe,
in an other dimension, etc.
What does not exist in a certain context of the TOTAL Universe,
inevitably EXIST in an other context of the TOTAL Universe.
That is the Law of the TOTAL Universe, the TOTAL Reality.
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So, this means that there is a Problem in our World:

The fact that we often ask if this or that thing or being EXISTS (GOD for example),
means that we are disconnected from the TOTAL Universe,
the TOTAL Reality, the Supreme Being...
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The Problem of the Negation will be understood from the video 4
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We look forward to seeing you in the next video (Truth 2),
for a full understanding of the ALPHA and the OMEGA,
the GENERESCENCE...
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